Hydraquip, Inc. Electric Systems Line Card

**Danfoss**
Editron, PLUS+1®, VACON®, VLT®

**Envoltz**
Battery powered systems for hybrid & electric drives

**Denco Fuses**
Medium/high voltage distribution fuses, ultra-rapid semiconductor fuses, special purpose fuses

**Elevat**
Intelligent IoT for mobile machines & fleet management

**HBC Radiomatic**
Radio operated remote controllers, hazardous areas radio remotes, radio transmitters

**Hydrotechnik**
Hydraulic system measurement & testing equipment, pressure test points, gauges, transducers & transmitters, data logging kits & instrumentation

**Hydrotechnik**
Micro-programmable logic controllers

**Miratron**
Radio remote controls

**Murphy by Innovation Controls**
Controllers, J1939 CAN technology, instrumentation products, displays

**Murr Elektronik**
Sensors, cables, & connectors

**Saginaw**
Standard & custom enclosures

**Siemens**
SIMATIC ® PLC’s, distributed IO, software controllers, industrial PCs, flat panels & HMI’s

**WAGO**
Electrical interconnections, interface electronic, automation technology

**Worldwide Electric Corporation**
Electric motors